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The isolation of the nuclear family and accompanying lack of adequate suppoa

systems for raising children has recently been described by many child rearing
. ,

expprts (Byrne, 1977; Zigler, 1973) As a major problem for parents raising this

generation of children. One attempt' to fill the void c eated by the dispertion of

the exteZded family has been to provide greeter parent education (Mesibov,

Schroeder, & Wesson, 1977; SAoeder. Goolsby,& Stangler, 1975). Parent education

efforts have taken many forms including specific classes, programs, books, and the

_use of a ylVe variety of media and other.techniques. Although parent programs'are,

Do doubtAlseful, they are often hit:ed by the lack of consensus among professionals

on appropriate child rearing practices. The purpose of this presentation is to

evaluate the effectiveness of some child rearing practices that were applied to

normal children in the context -of an ongoing parent education program, so that,

as professionals, we may be of, greater help to parents in our ongoing parent edu-
'.

cation efforts,

The setting for our parent education, program is a private pediatric office

0
Mat has Feen describedfin various publications (Mesibov, et. al., 1977; Schroeder,

et: al., 197 ).7' The service will not be described in detail but it briefly includes

a Call-In ndCome-In ,service plus evening parent education groups. The service

is staffbd by pediatric psychologists, social works and nurses,who are 'part of a

larger interdisciplindry teat representing 12 health disciplines that focus on

developmental and learning probleffs. It should be noted that our Chairperson for'this

session, Dr. Carolyn Schroeder, was the main person responsib?e for starting this

service'and has been its leader and unofficial Director during the 4 years the program

has been in operation.
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$The ddta to be presented are based on the Call-In hour and Come-In appoint-

ments. The Call-Ip hour consists of a telephone line:i) thy, pediatric office which is
1,

opened twicelweekly for4tarents to make direct calls oaf non-medical problems

4 rto the parent education staff. Problems that appear too complex, to handle over the
4 1

telephone are dealt oieil in face-to-fete Come-In appointments. Complete records

concerning the nature of and response to each Call and Come-In appointment have been

kept-since the service began'in 1973.

Before turning to the intervention programs, let me.briefly describe thekinds

of prdblems that have been presented to us. For the first 2..years.that the programrA

was in operation, each parental concern was classified into one of 22 categories.

These categories were designed to be descriptive of the. wayi in which parents think

of their problems. Overall, we found that.8 of our categories accounted for over

80% of the parehial concerns. These categories, in order of frequency, are:

(1) negative behaviors definedas oppositional behaviors toward parentsiouch as not
.

.
.listening to them, not obeying, tantruming, being'bossy and demanding, crying,and-.....,

whining, (2) toileting 'defined as toilet training, soiling, enuresis and encoprsis
;. .

(3) developmental delays defined as perceptual-motor problem4,,slow development,

speech problems (stuttering), overly active and questions about school readiness,-

'(4) school problem defined as hating school..; not doing well in school, reading.or

math problems and aggressiveness toward teachers, (5) sleeping problems defined

as won't go'to bed, wakes

-sonality pioblems defined as lacking self-cc6tro1, poor motivati

stealing and,WOn't assume xesponsibiliiy, (7) sibling and peer

as having no friends, won't share, aggressive 'toward siblings or

up during they night and problems with
4

rivalry:and fights a loti and (8) divorce,

41should have custodyr-visitation schedules, i

tr

sepdration defined

at, should the child be told..

the nap, (6) :per-

on,,depilident, lying

problems defined
(--

.peers, sibling

as questions of who'
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Insert Table 1 about here
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Table 1 show the breakdown of the 672 parental concerns by the major categories.

These concerns were generated fromo total.of428 parent contacts.. Each parent contact

during the first.2k fears of the service'was.classified into one or mere categories.

We have more concerns than contacts because parents often contact us iallzit more than

1 concern..,_

4

Insert Table 2 about here

Table 2 presents the number of'calls we have received by age. YOU will notice

that the most calls are received for the 2 to 3 age range with a significant de-

crease after age 10. Although we received only about 10% of our 'calls on the 10and'above

age bracket, this number is significant because our service is currently jdvertised

as for age 10 and below. There certainly,appears to be a need for similar services

for older children.

Insert Table _3 about here

a)

Tab3,.6 3 Oresents the 'categories by sex. Overall, 60% of ur calls were for
A ..

k:
males and 40% were for -females, a highly sigi)ifica t differ . In terms of our

\ .

specificategories only four differentiated Atigmificantly sex: toileting,

5
.
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developAntal delays/ school. p lems, andj;ersonality problems. The first three
.

of those categories represent diffi s with a strong developmental component,

. probably.reflectilig 'he fact that boys/mature'more slowly than girls. The slower
,

.
i

. ' -
,

.

1 maturation rate ap0ears to cause added concerns and difficulties for parentsof

boys.

.,'Hopefully, this brief summary and data give you an overview of/Our serFice and

the kinds"of problems we deal with. Our major evalAtion'effort was begun ih.the

summer of 1976 and has continued to the present day. We have been trying.to.cOntact

each person who has used our service since its inception to ask questions about their '-

satisfaction'w4h the service and the effectivenesS of specific techniques. Because

a study of bur first 100 callers by Ms. Judy Eastman (1974Y found that they were

extremely sitisfied'with the service (95% toted the service as helpful), our curreht

efforts have been designed to evaluate the effectiveneis of specific advice rhther

than the service in general. Our main goal in this evalhation effort has been to

find out what adAj.ce is useful to parents and what advice is not.

In conductihg the follow-up telephone calls, our general approaCh was to remind".

the parents of the reasons for their contact: and to restate the suggestions that we

made. We then asked them to rate the effectiveness of each suggestion separately.,

on a scale from I, which was not at all effective to 5 which was very effective

We alsp asked them for any comments or tfRughto they had thaemight Vethelpful to us.

In general; many of the parents who had use--ttservice found it extremely d fictile.to

Attach a numaricalrating numbeitoeachrieCecfAice; however, they were often symPa-.

"thetic.to our efforts and tri;d tq do this as best they could.
.--

.
Before continuing with tilcdata.from our follow-up,calls,

4

a femethodologital,

issues sh4uld be noted. In undertaking this evaluation effAt, we ofsourse,, .°
. 44

, ..

realized that this waeld;not. be a stricttY experimental effbrt because instead fid(
. .. .

.

differe4-techniques, we might *e measuring the effectiveness of different pro-
s
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\, feslionais or the inteaction of spedific facts surrounding a iiroblem and the

ithilce that was giveh, along other things. AlthoUgh these methodologi8a1 concerns

sc al and serious, Nev still 'that our service be a starting poi nt

fon'the generation of hypotheses concerning effective child rearing intervention

strategies whic,L6might lateron be confirmed by morerigorOus experimental investi-.
.

gatiqns.

.
...

,

I
In addition to the'methodological problems outlined above, .ouk follow-up attempts.`

4 ,

have encountered 2 other difficulties. First, -our university community is extremely

1

transient and many of the _people who had called us were no, longer liVing in the area
. s

and couldnot be:contacted. Second, the extremely positiVie perceptions that most

_,' 1- ,people fled about' .our service...were-reflected. in their ratings of thOkeffectivenets

of our advice. Because the ratings of all of the advice are so high, it is often
- , -t- . . 4 a

difficult to discriminite the effectiveness of different kinds of advice.

A final dbncern is4h4t any effort at classifying and categorizing something
. .

.
. .

- as colhplex as clinical intervention techniques .has to represen t a significant simPli-
k 4

. fication and Perhaps even oversioplificatiOn of what- actually occurred: Our efforts

are, of course, no exception in this regard. Although this will not represent a

.

true picture of our intervention effortein all of their complexity, I hope to show ,

that by sim plifying aild classifying our techniques in this way, wemay point out

some trends and new approaches that intervention ,and parent.educ2tion efforts might
4

take.

r
(

With these limitations in mind and in the spirit of hypothest sis generation instead ,

-
of hypothesistesting,I will go on

..

topresent the results of our follow-up study.
. .

In general, the fbllow-up telephone calls have provided sdime interesting insights
.r

o .into our service; our interventian strategies,- parental needs and other aspects of

child rearing in our country today. Theseinsighte include: (1) -parents -want

support and assistance in bringing up iheir children and are delighted whet a service,'

'I

41
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such as ourp is''provided, (2) some child rearing techniques for specific concerns

seem potentially more effective than others, althbugh'much more research is needed,

('3) parents concerned enough Co call professionals about a ptoblemare.nctt taisfied.

if only told, to ignore.the
,

proldlem,' (4) parents at'- most responsive when givel

support and told to emphasiie-their chiidrens: 'positive behavio1s.while easing up

oh their negative behaviors, and (5) pdrents are very:receptive'to professionals

who call them back to follow-up on a 'problem.' Let me now- prpeeed with an in-depth

analysis of the follow-up data from 4 of the most frequent parental concerns so that

youcan have a better- idea of the basis for these5 conclusions.

Nit
The first of our major categories to be examined is the one receiving 'the most

calls, negative behaviors. The most frequent kinds of advice we gave for this problem
.

and their effectiveness ratings are listed.in Table 4,

Insert,Table 4 about here

-;) - 7

As you 'can see, the advice has been classified into the following general categories:,

(1) suggesting rewarding appropriate behaviors with'charts and stars, ,(2) focusing .

more on positive behaviors by giving priise, (3) suggesting punishing inappropr

behaviors using a time-out procedure," (4) suggesting ignoring inappropriate.b -

haviors, and (5) reassuring the parents that the behavior is normal for that

specific age. Although our sample sizes are somewhat` small because of some cif the

limitations described earlier, parents appear to prefer being reassured and.told to

. focus on approprite behaviors, whereas ignoring inappropriate behaviors is rated

the'lowest. This trend also occurs for several of our other categories, as you will

see shortly. There were, of course, many other suggestionstade inthis, as in other

categories, bit only those suggestions which received more than 5 seOrate ratings

8
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7
hpVe beer% included in thislable. Some of the other suggestions dhat fiarnt9's4med

, .

to especially like include4 planning more-fbn aitivities with\kheis children, acknowl-

- edgidg their
.
children's. Eeelings, allowing their chii0ren more .choices in little

_ .

things' and trying to +Y educe the number ofordersor demands laced upon the children.

Insert Table 5 about here
I

f.

The second major category to be examined is toiletinproblems. As table 5

As

,demonstrates, there ere 4 main ,categories of advice that weregiventO parents calling

about this probleirv. Parents were generally receptive to the advice that they should

not he overly punitive, that they should make the child clean up after his/her.own

accidents and that, they shogld reward appropriate behaviors such as sitting. on the

potty or successfully eliminating in the °potty br the toilet. in'general,this is

similar to the data on negative behfviors suggesting parents were responsive when

. .advised to be more supportive, focused on more posit-ive,aspects of their children's

behavior and less punitive toward inappropriate behaviors.\ It's almost as if parents

want to like and have fun with their children but feel that this somehow compromises

their roles'asAisciplinariafis. Having a.child dtvelopment professional say it is
.

all"right,to ease up,pn their children seems to'have Come as a relief to these parents.

The advice that was least acceptable to our parefits concerning toileting in
s

volved recording toileting behavior. This was never the'only advice given to parents

but was usually followed by the puggebion to place the child on the toilet when he/she

was most likely to go or to use the recordihgs as a badis for rewa%ding and punishing

,the child. Because the parents never seemed to object to the ,rewarding or punishing
4
1

aspect of this advice, or even the pla"cing of the child on tie toilet at Optimal times,

,

9 a.
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it, seems that our difficulty involved a communication problem, Perhaps.the purpose of"

the recording was never Vequately explained and many'pirdnWgiven.this advice'be'came

If'

disciiuraged before ultimately following out the program. Another posibiritx is that

recording behavior Might be too much to ask of parents in the,Context of the short-

term contacts that we' have ift our program. Perhaps this advice is better received in phi
.

9

context bf a longer term parent-Trofessional contacts

A small number of parents were not aware that children are trained faster when

diapers are replaced by training pants and consequently found this adviig very helpful.
4 4,

The use of a patty chair instead of the. regular toilet was also well received by sev-

,eral

.

people as was the suggestion to postpone training in a child who did not seem

ready. One of our staff 'frequently suggested a1llowing ildren to.iplay with

their favorite toys while on the toilet and this was rated si-t.ivel;by the small ,

number of parents who followed this advice. A

The nextAb most f quent concerns ()four parents included developmenta l delays

and school problems. Nct Was difficult for us toategorize our advice in thesvtwo

areas.in,a way similar to those already presented because whin faced riiih these ques-

tions, most of lislollowed a very similar.'procedure. In general, when aked about

developmental delays and/or school problems, we would initially try to make a quick

assessment as to whether or not thesconcern was one that seeded to be pursued. For

example, if a parent called about a two-year old child who was not speaking in complete

sentences, it wOlu.ld be obvious to us that the parent 's expectation was `somewhat
4

4

unrealistic and we would convey this inforMit4en, outline appropriatedevelopiental

le4els, a!'" request that they caLl back if their child did.not meet those revised

levels when expected. In cases not as simple as this one, we would contact the
0

day-care center, play group reader, echo l teacher, or any other' outside agency to

find out their perception of the child and their feeling about his or her level in

relation to the other children in'the group or class. If the patents' concerns and

the main teacher or caretaker's Observations lefx.any question as to thechildis level,

10
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we would recommend that the parents bring the child fo a sdeening test to be done in

the pediatric office, If the screening test 'was at(all questionable, we referred

,

the parents to a private or public agency for moreini-depthtestirtg.

4. .

.,, ,

.
.

As
. I indicated earlier, this precedure that we almost always followed for develOp,

. ., .

mental and/or schdo;problems made itdifticult for us to accurately differentiate

the effectiveness of different kinds of advice. It is cdrious to note that parents

are lesssatisfied with our advice concerning developmental delays than thy are

with.other areas. 101'afe now in "the process of reviewing our referral sources to try

to determine if this is the problem. We hopeto be able to get a\feeling as tbowhich

referral sourcies are most satisfactory and.which parenAt find less satisfactory.
. tf

The other possibility is that were less satif<tion in this area because we aic
f.

in a position of giving many parents in,fOrmation that Ihey would ther not have.
P

Noone wants thkr fears that .their child might be delayed confirmed. If this is the

case, I- am afraid Our responsibilits'to these families require_usoto continue this

Practice, but we might look for better ways to convey this information.-

Table presents the data on the major kntervention categories for sleeping
,

problems. You will note that we had Aore variability concerning our advice for this

problem than fo the other ones presented. Thisrt suggest that this is a more

intractable problem or that it lends itself less readily to a variety of different

-).approaCheg. .0

11.

Insert'Table 6 about here

Table 6 indicate;.that there were 4 generaiclasses of advice for which adequate

follow-up data were obtained: (1) rewarding apprppriate behaviors, (2) ignoring by

4

V
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shutting the door and alloy,i)ne.the%child tck cry it out, (3) rearranging, the child's
, ,., s . ip .,J. -. :,,t, 'Or.

schedule: and. (4> reasSu4n4. ihey6eild by being supportive. AlewarOng appropriate

.4.

behaviors inv
.4

., .
'ha,10.,chatti hot start and.reWarding A'clii-Id-/jot'each night. :

,

that
,, , : , 4 _A; , ,,,, 4.$ ..

.
. . .

, ..*.__94....
. .,he goes to slWandsteeeaparantal expectations withut ut undue fuss or strife.

. . .

'

.

This is obviously most useful for children over 3 years of age% Crying-it out is
-,- -...,.. i I

probably self explanatory and I am sure that ail of us five foutid'this necessary
. 4 s -,

/ 1
accompanying' from time to time and can,never forget the horrible screams this tech-

.

--\ .

1 t: 'i
i. InterVeition Strategies

'.1.

4 4 '4S
1 '

,V

pique, Rearranging the.schedule involved changing nap times, makin& bedtime letter,
.

; A -' 0
establishing a regular bedtime routine, and other similar procedures. Reassuring

the,child involved sitting with fitischild for a brief period of time, having.a night
, ,

-
00

light, providing music, telling theik ild*you were nearby.an'a other similar'gestures:'
,--- so

±. . -
. .

. .)

Our data.suggewt that schedule rearrangements,,i1 possible and appropriate, i4

( ,..
.e...) 7. .,.

. were the most effective and satisfactory with our parents.= Rewardllig appropriate .

behaviors -and being supirtive is also very helpful. Our parent' are least impressed

with the advice to allow their children to cry it out and many, in fact, reviated

.7.'"*1 "
,

,
that this, didn't work and,made'dylerybody in the house both miserable anduncomfort

'able. This finding is "stmewhat siMp. , yet mare dramatic,-than-the findings for
.

4.%-.

. .
negative behavio

I

s. Although myself nd'my Colleagues feel that ignoring inappropriate

behaviors or allowing a child to-cry it Out can benecessaryand effective from time

to time, our data suggest that ifs pargnt is-concerned enough about a problem to

contact our service, they want to hear more than simply leave. it Alone and it will- go

away.,

4

Although we had many calls about problems of personality.development and diNdrce,

these were very sensitive areas and we did not feel comfortable having research
A

.k
aSsistant/ call, peopt@ about these issues. We are .developing a new call-back pro-

cedure for sensitive issues and hopefully this will makO data on these most important

issues rpor4 available in.the future.

ti

12
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The last category.that I wilt discuss are aiblineand peer problems. In general,.

/P
b r the data'on proc4emps similar to the .other data reported in_this paper.

°

.

Insert Table 7 'about here
-

Pverall, most of ou'r advice waS well received'. Alt gh o

*
.

were told' to
.

leave their children lone, I have presented this data anyhow 1iedause the trend is

similar to that in other areas. Time-opt, as a punishment technique, is very pofdlar
4

when recommended, but still-notwidelikrlown. Particularly with the alarming increase
110, .

in child abusebeini reported these days, this less violent alternative to physical

1 ,

punishment needs wider dissemination. Reassurance is an.important 'aspect.of our

service and seems particularly important in .regd to interpersonal. relationships.

Nrents who." are told'Iot their children)s interpersonal behaviors which seminappro-
,

. , .

priate from anadult point of. view are, in fact, nocmarfor their age, are relieved
..

-
-.

. OR..4ii0 satisfied. Parents probably don't rftalize that conforeing for :a 4 or 5 year old
,

or hitting and ppohing for a 2 ylpr old are ,to be expetted,though not always tolerated.
,

4O-,

,

.

Reinfortihg positive interdctions is again a pOpul.ar alternative-. It i interesting

that we are constantly, reminding parents that this is appropriate and efiec *andr. .)
.'

Alk,perhaps thii is a Amentary on our society which seems,to accentuate,.trn negativ
.'. .. .

. .74 30
' ..

In summary, the data presented-in this paper, though not as rigorous'as we Nil
. .

,

'like, still point out some important aspects of parental education .ad 'child -de glop-
, ii

.--,

ment that deserve'tareful strutimy in the years ahead. In conclusion, I would like' : .
. . .

to reiterate some Of;these major, points.. First, the incredibly high ratings that
.

-

service and adyice have consistently received over the past 4 years reinforce what

mapy%people have been sayeAg for along time: parents want help and support im

bringing'up,their.children and are appreciative and delighted when these are available.
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The Eastman study of our first 100 bailers found that an amazingly high 95% offtbese

pArents,found the servibe to be helpful. 'Our own follow-up study of the first 21/2
,i-

r gflats found that 76% of the callers rated the advice aseffective or very effective.

1
at 87% Said they were cdnfident in the person they had spoken with.' Time and again,-,

.A

we are tdid,that one of tliemost vital services we provide is "just being there." '

At child development specialists, we should feel some responiibilityppr meeting these,

"compdlling parental heeds pn a nationwide basis.

Seconc, I think the data.suggest that there may, in fact, be sOme te4phniques

'rearing' children and handling certain'problems that are more effective than
(

others. As child development professionals, L think we have been negligent in our

responsibility to isolate some of these important techniques se that parents pay know

. that certain practices have a higher probability of working than dthers. Parent

education log a big business today andbooks ate available advocating every
0
possibler

technique and viewpoint. One reason professionals are able to'give such contradictOry
P

achlice is because ther,..havanit been many carefully controlled studies on these various

problems and their solutions. While we realize that individual children can often

respond differently to techniques that are generally,effective, I don't think thil is

adequate justification for doing as little controlled research in,.thisdharea as we have.

Third, as has been stated over and over again, parents whO are c cerped enough

about a problem to c 11 us are not satisfied if only told to ignore the inappropriate

..4.-behaviors. Alth ugh overreacting-in either a negative or positte way can sometimes

-

4

be worse than doln nothing at all, we mist keep in mind parents need to do something,

however small.

The fourth factor is the responsiveness of our parents to advice emphasizing

reinforcing positive behaviors and easing up on negative, behaviors. As indicated

'earlier, this might suggest that parents want to enjoy heir children but aomehow

, I think most of us realizefear they will become,too permissive. As prOfessio
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that encouragement, warmth, attention and support go a lot further than a quick smack

Intervention

s

on the rear; however, we have not communicated this to the' parents who need, and in

many cases, want to hear this. Our data suggest that it is not. the parents who are

resisting, the advice to be positive toward their.children, but rather it is'the pro-,

fessionals who are not getting this advice out to people.

Finally, another important revelation to us from this study was how receptive

* and responsive most parents were to the follow-up procedure. Although originally,
q

designed as simply a research tool for bktaining data on normal child rearing prob-

r

lems, many parenti felt it' was helpful to them-and suggested insticutirn,t it as a

410-regular part of the service. Even though our servi,geris designed to provide maximum

accessability, calling us is still a, big step for parents-to take and they are reluc-
,

tant to do it again and again. 'Many suggested that a regular follow-up call fTom us
. -

about 4-6 weeks after the initial contact would be very comforting and useful,if

further advice, intervention or even support were needed,

A concluding observation is that most of the parents we spoke with had truly

enjoyed these contacts. For these parents, hpving someone to talk toilabout. their

children made the whole activity of child rearing and parenting more'rewarding and

perhaps even'tore satisfying. I hope that being a child in these homes-became more

ewarding and satisfying as well.
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-Table 1

I 4

2

InterVention Strategies

15

. Frequency and Percentage of Concerns According to Problem

Problem Frequency PereIntage

Negative behaviors 98 14.58

Toileting
o

*85 12.65

Developmental delfys 0.% 72. 10..71

School problems 72 10.71

Sleeping problems 68 10.12

Personality groblems 56 8.33

Sibling/peer problems 56 8.33

Divorce/separation 42 6.25

Other 123 18.30

Note. Total number Of concerns.was 672:

7
-
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Tab lb 2.

Fre uency and Percentage of Concerns According to Age

Age Range
(in years) Frequency Percentage

0-1 21

1 -2 68

2-3 . 104

3-4 78

4-5 81

5-6 63

6-7 63

7-8 50

8-9 . 28

9-10 47

10* & over 69.

3.13

10.12

15.48

11.61

12.05

9.38

9.38

4.17

6.99

10.26

-t

1"
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Table 3

Frequency and Percentage of Concerns by Sex of Child

Pioblem

,

Frequency
Male 4

r
Pertentage

Ma le

'Frequency

Female
Percentage

Female i
' Negative behaviors 50 - 53% 45 '47%

Toileting** .54,E ' 65% 29 35%

Developmental delays** ,3
.
77% 16 23%

School, problems** .. . 49 68% '23 32,%

. .
Sleeping pibb lems 38 56% 30 44%

I-

Personalri ty ptobleias** , 33 ' 66%
ae-

18 - 34%

Sibling /peer problems , 29 58% --. 21 42%

Divorce /separation : 18 55% 15 I 45%

**Sixn 1,,fi cant sex difference, p 01.

1
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Table it'

Intervent ion 'Strategie s

18'

.Effectiveqess' of Aldvice..for Negative Behaviors .

1 . . '. , 4
, .' . '-4,-, ,

7,

'14

:

Aavice
F.

# 14ea-`11 Rabing

MI/

, .

44 . 57Reward' bah-avior. ,

,./- ,. . ...

-'with stars or OaTts I *.
. .

. .d NI . 4

, " .. ,.1,4 k% 1 . kolt,
7 " Foeu4 mote, on positive' 4.42,, .411,' .: 4

behaviors by giving more
.

.. .

praise , : .,' " :' .' . .
' . .. : .. 10,, ,

, .1' It . ,

,o , .....
.4

.1

4:56 .' 14 ,Punish inappropriate
. ;,

. .

behavior ilsing4iine chlt '-' ..-.,
51, .2

'4
'

\01' .,
.

4 * ,%
.

, V.

%

4410. Ignore iinappropriate . '3.0. , . 6 -

:behavior - .
%

,

. , .

.
5

,

Reassurance. to paienls thit . ' '5:00 .

"-behavior is normal

deveropmentaa stage
. .

.. '

N

'19

' '
I

. .

*
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Table 5

Toiletini Problems.

'Intervention rategies

.3

i

1

Advice Mein Rating N A

Reward appropriate behaviors
like sitting,on potty or
succesefully eliminating

Do not be overly punitive
when Child has accidents

.

Have,child clean up*When,
he /the has accidents

Collect data on npmbe, tid*
and lace of accidents

'4 20

.

s'

4.18

4.30 :01.

4.00 5

3..17 6

I

I

NIP
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I

'fable

Sleeping Problems

Intervention Siategies

N 20

Advice .Mean Rating

Reward appropriate 3.29 7

behavioit
, 's

Let child cry it out*''` 2.60.

ReaTrange child's schedule 4.33

Be supportive and re urrin 3.60
to child

21

10

5

5



j( Table 7

A
'Sibling and Peer Problems:0

Intervention Strategies

I.

21

Advi,4 Mean Rating 1,1*

Reward positive 4.42 6

interactions

Time out for inappropriate
behavior

4.67 6

Leave children alone and 3.67 3

allow them to work out their
own problems

Reass.irance to parents that 4.20 5

behavior represents normal
developmental stage

J

22
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